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Solent Seals Project
• Two resident species

Grey seal

– Up to 2.3m in length

– Roman nose with parallel nostrils

– Pup in Sept to Dec

– More frequent in rocky areas

– 45% of global population

Harbour (common) seal

– Up to 1.8m in length

– Dog like nose with ‘V’ nostrils

– Pup in June / July

– More frequent on sand / mud flats

– 35% global population

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The populations of seals in  the UK have been changing over the last few years.Greys are increasing, there are about 164,000 grey seals – 44,000 more than was previously thought.By contrast, harbour seals are not faring so well. Some areas declines in recent years estimated at 10%Not known if the two are linked, some suggestion the larger and more aggressive grey could be out competing harbour but no real evidence. The common seal population has fallen by up to 50 per cent in some areas such as Orkeny and Shetland and on the east coast of mainland scotland since 2000. There are now up to 40,000 common seals in the UK, compared with 50,000 in 2001. The Scottish Government's Special Committee on Seals report for 2008 found that competition for food from the more stable grey seal population might also be a significant factor in the decline in harbour seal numbers.A report by the BBC's Countryfile programme this month suggested that up to 5,000 seals were killed off the Scottish coast each year to protect the lucrative salmon industry, as well as by netsmen and anglers. 



Population Trends and conservation

• Grey seal increasing

• Harbour seal declining

• Causes unknown

– Phocine Distemper Virus

– Competition

– Predation

• Both Priority BAP species

• Both Annex II species
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Presentation Notes
The populations of seals in  the UK have been changing over the last few years.Greys are increasing, there are about 164,000 grey seals – 44,000 more than was previously thought.By contrast, harbour seals are not faring so well. Some areas declines in recent years estimated at 10%Not known if the two are linked, some suggestion the larger and more aggressive grey could be out competing harbour but no real evidence. The common seal population has fallen by up to 50 per cent in some areas such as Orkeny and Shetland and on the east coast of mainland scotland since 2000. There are now up to 40,000 common seals in the UK, compared with 50,000 in 2001. The Scottish Government's Special Committee on Seals report for 2008 found that competition for food from the more stable grey seal population might also be a significant factor in the decline in harbour seal numbers.A report by the BBC's Countryfile programme this month suggested that up to 5,000 seals were killed off the Scottish coast each year to protect the lucrative salmon industry, as well as by netsmen and anglers. 



Solent and SE Seals
• What we do know

– Uncommon in the Eastern English 

Channel

– Resident population of harbour 

seals in the Solent

– Established in approx 1994

– 2 main haul-outs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seals are Uncommon in the Eastern English Channel, large populations in southern North Sea of the Thames Estuary and margate sands, and common in the SW, devon and cornwall but rare between these two regions, in fact in the eastern english channel there is only one resident population which resides in the SolentFirst recorded sighting in the Solent was in 1993 when a seal harbour seal pup was found at East Head in Chi Harbour, it was released in the Wash as it was not thought there was a population in the area, However, in 1994 a female was regularly seen in the area and found hauled out in Chi Harbour with 2 adult males, giving a population of three, it seems to have grown from this to an estimated 15-20 harbour seals now.However, anecdotal evidence suggest seals have been in the Solent for 30+ years, just never officially recordedBeen no dedicated study but has been a series of semi regular counts and ad-hoc sightings, which we have helped coordinate:Main haul – out in Chichester at Oar Rith and Langstone Harbours at Mallard SandsSightings from IoW, bembridge, Ryde, Newtown and Yarmouth western Solent around Keyhaven, Lymington and beaulieu, up Soton Water and of course in the Harbours. Also sightings along Sussex Coast and in to Kent. However, we don’t know if all these sightings are from our resident population, or transientsThere are also sightings of greys in the area, we are not sure if they are reesident or transient greys, howvere there have been two greys remaining in the area this year



Seals in unusual places

• Harbour seal 10 miles up 

River Ouse near Hamsey

Grey seal on 

Lymington Bridge

• Harbour seal up River 

Itchen, St Denys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been asking for sightings of seals for several years and have had some from unusual places…The grey was photographed on the road on lymington bridge last christmas, not sure what it was doing there but it must have made an effort because its not an easy place for a seal to get too.A harbour seal was also repeadly seen over a period of several motsh last christmas living up the Itchen near st denys, and in sussex one was seen 10 miles up river on the OuseSo we do know a bit about the seals, but there is a lot we don’t know



Solent and SE Seals

• What we don’t know

– How many seals

– foraging and breeding areas

– Ages and sex

– Migrations – PDV transmission

• Not accounted for in local 

management and conservation 

plans
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We have a rough idea of numbers but its not precise and when there are so few then every seal countsDon’t know where they feed or where they breed, these sites are crucial to being able to conserve the seals as they are obviously reliant on them.We don’t know about the population structure, ages, sexes etc, which has implications for the populations growth and success.We don’t know about any migration patterns, this is important for instance in the outbreak of another PDV,. One harbour sela tagged in France a couple of years ago actually swam across the channel to IoW, skirted the solent and headed towards kent, unfortunetly the tag malfunctioned so we don’t know where it ended up, but it did return to france a few months later (known from photoId records. This is the only evidence of this large scale migration, normally they don’t go more than 50km from home. If it turns out this is common, the Solent could be a resting place. It has important implications for the spread of disease, or for breeding and population dynamics.Because the population remains a bit of a mystery they are not adequately taken in to account in local harbour management plans, BAPs and development proposals that may impact upon the most important areas for seals.Because of this, in 2009 Wildlife Trusts and partners have set up a knew project to find out more about the seals.



Techniques

• Regular visual counts

• Sightings cards

• PhotoID
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Presentation Notes
Date of when we started the projectPic of mauricePic of rusty seal



GPS Tagging

• Developed by SMRU

• Last approx 5-6 months, or until 

seal moults

• Collects GPS and dive data

• Transmits on mobile phone 

network

• Tagging process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tags are develpoed by SMRU, they are a bit bigger than a pack of cards and have the areial sticking out. The reason they are this size is because of the large battery needed to power the GPS over their life, which is about 5-6 months, after which the battery runs out. They fall off naturally when the seal moults in July / August, so they have all fallen off. They are not really recoverable but we did get one back from the mud.The tags collect GPS location data nd also info on dive depth and duration, which indicates foraging behaviour. Transmits over mobile phone network so have a vodaphone SIM card in themShow vid and talk over, tagged in March by us, CHC and SMRU, caught in Chi and Langstone harbours, took four days in total, its hard work, the seals are very agile and often escaped the netsPlay down disturbance, no seals were hurt, they are big animals, already battled scarred from breeding fights, could easily escape the net as they often did. Data shows that after being tagged the animals continued to use the haul out sites at which they were captured



Tagging results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Havent had time to analyse the tag data in any depth so this is just a brief look at what we have received and initial thoughts on what it may mean, rather than any hard facts as yet.This is all the location data from all 5 seals (different colours are different tracks) and shows their movement around the Solent area, they have been as far west as Soton Water and as far east as Worthing, West Sussex,  but main focus is on the eastern Solent, especially the harboursWhen you look more closely, the seals have their own preferred foraging areas that they frequent…



• Seal 4 – Caught in 

Chichester, juvenile 

female

• Localised foraging, 

very specific

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very localised foraging, only really feeds in a couple fo areas off selsey bill, associated with some shallow rocky reefs
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Repetitive nature of forgaing shown in dive behaviour, sames places, same distances and same times and depths



• Seal 5 – Caught in 

Chichester Harbour

• Adult male

• Most wide ranging

• Uses all harbours and 

IoW
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Most wide ranging, went over to worthing in a 2 day trip, sleeping at sea (can tell from tag data saying the seal is in the same location but dryish, suggesting it is bottling ie asleep, bobbing upright in water. 



• Max distance 53km 

from home

• Longest foraging trip 3 

days

• Deepest dive 60m

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Longest distance from home, over 50km which is more or less the limit of what you would normally expect harbour seals to do.Also the deepest dive at 60m.Deepest dive was 60m, but average is 8-10mlongest dive was 25min but average was around 4mins



Foraging areas
• Foraging areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the main foraging areas, separated by depth, across the solent but generally close to shore or in harbours. They presumably target areas where there is most prey, we are not sure what they eat but its likely to be flatfish, especially in the harbours, and possibly bass and mullet, but they may also eat crustaceans like crabs and molluscs like cuttlefishDeepest dive was 60m, but average is 8-10mlongest dive was 25min but average was around 4minsWe have recently commissioned a consultant to carry out towed video surveys of some of these foraging areas to determine any preference for certain seabed types, features or habitats, we have also carried out dive surveys. Still looking through the data to work out any pattrens or correlations
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Foraging grounds often correspond to seabed featuresWallsReefsSharp changes in depth







Video survey of foraging sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also carried out towed video in some of these areas to determine any preference for foraging habitat. Fed in a wide range, from rocky reefs to sandy muddy areas and gravel, generalist and opportunistic



• Seal 1 didn’t enter the Chichester Channel for first month, then made 
many foraging trips there to Itchenor Reach and Bosham Channel

Temporal foraging behaviour
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As well as differences in foraging between seals, the individuals also displayed differences depending on te time of yearSeal 1 spent most of the first month in langstone harbour but after that used Chi more and went furthre up the eastern channels of Bosham and Itchenor



• Up to May seal 3 made regular foraging trips to Selsey, in May 

switched to Southampton Water

Temporal foraging behaviour

Presenter
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Seal three spent the first couple fo months feeding the harbours and off selsey, after this they stopped visiting selsey and starting feeding up southampton water.We are not sure why this is, its possible its do to with changing prey movements, ie they are following the fish around. For instance in Soton water, they may have only started visiting when salmon trout or eels arrive at the mouths of the Test, itchen and hamble to feed as they come thorugh.We need to speak to fishermen and anglers as they are most likely to know the answers as to what potential prey are where and whenusing commercial fishermen’s and anglers Local Ecological Knowledge to build a spatio-temporal GIS of fish distributions/abundance





Conservation impact

• Data used in various development proposals

• Solent European Marine Site

– Small population, not internationally significant

• Marine Conservation Zones

– Not a Species Feature of Conservation Interest

– Are a SE Feature

– Areas of Additional Ecological Importance – feeding and 

loafing

• Selsey Bill
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Data used in various development proposals, such as the aggregates wharf extension in Langstone harbour which is just a short distance from the seal haul out and where constant activity and noise from piling may have an impact.Despite being a BAP species they are not listed as species FOCI for designation ion MCZs, two possible reasons they are thought to be protected under habs Regs, however these only protect the very large internationally significant populations so don’t do much for small regionally important populations and they are not listed in the SEMS citation or management planThey are considered mobile species not suitable for protection using site based mechanisms. This may be true of some populations but this study suggests actually they are not that mobile, they are very faithful to haul out sites returning to them on a daily basis and foraging grounds ,meaning protection of these sites could have significant positive impacts on the population.However, in the SE, the WTs and others have put forward a number of species that are not FOCI but are regionally important, called SE Features, and seals are on this list. The SAP have welcomed this and we have been trying to incorporate these features in to the MCZ network. As they are not on the official list it is sometimes difficult and only really possible where there is a FOCI to base the recommendation and these are used just as supporting features, or where there is little Socio economic impact.For the solent seals some areas our date suggests are important for seals are potentially within draft MCZs, notably the Selsey reef areas. These areas are primarily being recommended for the reefs, but the seal foraging is a supporting feature and hopefully will have a conservation objective associated with the site, however, the site is very geared to the physical feature, with the habitats surrounding being excluded from the site on socio-economic grounds, which may reduce its viability in terms of encouraging increases in seal prey species.
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